With the total **eclipse** coming, Edgar Cayce students believe this is a sign of the dawn for the Aquarius Age.

Peter Woodbury, a **speaker** at the Edgar Cayce Hometown Seminar, explained this Saturday during a lecture at the Pennyroyal Area Museum.

Alissa Keller, director of the Museums of Historic Hopkinsville-Christian County, explained that eclipses happen naturally every 18 months, normally. However, this one, in August, is different. It will begin in Oregon and exit out of the country near Charleston, **South** Carolina. An eclipse like this hasn’t been seen in North America or during the daytime in a long time, Keller said.

“This truly is a once in a lifetime **experience**,” she added.

Woodbury, a private practice psycho-therapist and hypnotherapist in Virginia Beach, stepped up to explain Edgar Cayce’s view on the eclipse, saying this was important to his listeners. Woodbury has been following Cayce’s readings for over 20 years.

Woodbury continued by explaining there are two sides to the eclipse. One side is the “God self” and the other is people.

One of the purposes in life, Woodbury said, is for people to align themselves with the God self, and the way that happens is when the circles overlap. His drawings showed an overlap similar to a Venn diagram.

That overlap, he said, is Christ represented in the full overlap.
“The Christ is the overlap of our human ego self with the higher God self, so this is the beginning of
that,” he said.

As the overlap increases, so should a manifest of the Christ-like mindset.

“That’s what we are all trying to do,” he said, explaining that mindset is what people want.

When the overlap happens, it also creates Pisces signs, which represent the age the world is currently in.

This current age, Woodbury said, means people will love in a personal way and be self-sacrificing. He
explained that right now, humans are selfish.

When the new age comes, people will enter the mental age with universal love and think about others.

He said this coming eclipse is not happening by chance in Hopkinsville. With this eclipse, there will be a
dawn of a new age where people will follow a more Christ-like mindset, he said, and they will learn to
heal, the way Jesus did around 2,000 years ago. Woodbury told his listeners that it means they will be
able to access their own internal healing abilities.

As the veil gets thinner between the ages, more people will develop this ability, he noted.

Woodbury added another detail the astronomer gave him. It is beyond chance for the moon to be as far
away from the sun and close to the Earth at the moment of the eclipse as it is predicted.

Woodbury said the eclipse will cause something deep in humans to awaken as well as a spiritual
revolution that will bring people from worshipping religion to God.

In the meantime, before the eclipse can usher in the new age, the world will appear dark and falling
apart. He said it may appear that way now, but none of this is new. It is simply more visible because of
the Internet. Woodbury compared it to turning on the lights in the kitchen and watching the cockroaches
scatter.

In order to reach that enlightened age, Woodbury said people need to accept the dark and bring it up
with the light.
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